The Pleiades are our Ancestors. The Q’ero people of the high Andes in Peru. Similarly to many other indigenous cultures across the world, the Q’ero know that our human consciousness originates from the stars and will return to the stars after we die. The Pleiades are seen as our Star Ancestors and continue to help us navigate our journey through this Earth life.

During this workshop you will:

- Journey to the stars and directly connect to the light of the Pleiades
- Discover more about your unique soul’s journey and potential
- Clear out old energy that is no longer needed in your life
- Reconnect with your ancestors from a place of love
- Plant the seeds of manifestation with help from above
- Learn to walk the Earth in a new way, more in tune with your true self
- Infuse yourself with new inspiration
- Experience the power of ceremony, rituals and community

Connect to the Energy Above
Remembering Your Essence and Origin

February 2-3, 2019
Summerfield, NC
$275 by January 15th
$325 thereafter

For registration: www.SacredQuest-Peru.com or www.LeBeauHealingArts.com
Due to the nature of this work, class size will be limited

The teachings and light initiations of the Pleiades were brought to us by the Q’ero people of the high Andes in Peru. Similarly to many other indigenous cultures across the world, the Q’ero know that our human consciousness originates from the stars and will return to the stars after we die. The Pleiades are seen as our Star Ancestors and continue to help us navigate our journey through this Earth life.